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Etarmis – the tailored solution that 
saves you time and money

What is Etarmis?

Flexible working solutions
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In an increasingly competitive world, time is becoming your most valuable asset. For 

many organisations, the monitoring of employees and their working hours remains a vital 

but labour intensive activity.

Etarmis provides a comprehensive Windows-based time and attendance recording 

solution that works in conjunction with the sophisticated Series 6 Booking and Access 

Control terminals, or “virtually” via your pc. It can be used to monitor all forms of working 

patterns such as:

Etarmis is a time and attendance recording system from the people who invented 

Flextime®. The system uses booking terminals to record employees arrival and departure 

bookings; and access control terminals to control entry through doors or car park barriers.

These bookings are then used to calculate time recording and absence information for 

each employee.

Over the past 40 years, we have developed extensive experience of all working 

environments. Using this knowledge we have designed Etarmis to be the most flexible 

time and attendance recording system ever; capable of being programmed to cater for all 

types of organisations including:

Time Recording

n Flextime®

n Fixed hours

n Complex Shift patterns

n Part time staff, including Job Sharing

n Annualised hours

n Overtime

n and the demands of the  
 EU Working Time Legislation 

n Local Government

n Central Government

n Building Societies

n Pharmaceutical

n Healthcare

n Retail

n Insurance

n Banking

n Manufacturing

n Telecom

Nationwide Service and Support

With Service Centres in Hertfordshire, Lancashire and West Lothian, hfx offers an 

unsurpassed range of access control and time recording products and the support to

ensure that you feel the benefits of your investment in our competence.


